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From its very beginnings, Peugeot has unfailingly respected 

a French manufacturing tradition of quality and inventiveness.

Today, Peugeot is more focused than ever on designing sleekly 

styled vehicles affording drivers a sensory experience that goes

beyond driving by heightening all the senses. From ergonomics 

to materials and connectivity, we have worked on each detail 

to bring you a more intuitive driving experience.
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* Optional depending on market. Body-coloured front and rear bumpers, LED light signature, fog lamps, 
chrome-finished grille, body-coloured door mirror shells, door handles and side strips.

EXPERT  ASPHALT. WITH  ELEGANCE .

The Asphalt version is dedicated to professionals spending long periods of time at the wheel and looking above 

all for comfort and safety. With its long list of driver assistance systems, you will take to the wheel in complete peace of mind. 

The vehicle’s assertive design and high-set, vertical grille underscore its appeal. Powerful and expressive, the flowing lines 

of the PEUGEOT Expert promise a spacious and functional interior.

The Look Pack* and its LED light signature lend an extra touch 

of elegance to your company. 
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* With the Moduwork option depending on version and market.

** 1.94 m max. with the increased GVWR option depending on market.
*** Depending on version and market.

EAS IER  PARKING IN  THE  C ITY. COMPACT  URBAN VERS ION .

The dimensions of the PEUGEOT Expert make it easier to park in tight spaces, 

with its limited height of 1.90 m.

At 4.60 m long, the compact Urban version simplifies your journeys. You can count on the vehicle’s strength, 

as the Urban version of the PEUGEOT Expert boasts a payload of 1,400 kg, useful volume of 5.1 m3* and a useful length of 3.32 m*.

The Urban version of Expert is also equipped as standard with the Visiopark 1 reversing camera and a keyless entry and start system***.
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ROBUSTNESS . ALL  TERRAIN .

With its assertive styling, the Grip version of PEUGEOT Expert expresses robustness and elegance. 

Powerful and expressive, the flowing lines of the PEUGEOT Expert promise a spacious and functional interior 

for transporting three people in the front and heavy and long loads*.

The Grip version equipped with the Worksite Pack with a protective metal sheet under the engine,

raised ground clearance (+25 mm) and Grip Control is adapted to driving on all difficult terrains.

The Expert Grip version has a payload of up to 1,400 kg and a useful length of 4 m*.



DRIV ING PLEASURE .

The emphasis inside the PEUGEOT Expert is on driving comfort. 

The running board simplifies access to the high-set driving position, 

offering a commanding view of the road. The functional and user-friendly 

driver’s station brings drivers a saloon-like driving position and is packed 

with a host of storage spaces.

Your journeys are simplified thanks to a connected 3D navigation system 

with voice recognition*. The system includes connected services 

and real-time traffic information by TomTom Traffic*. 

With the Mirror Screen function**, connect your smartphone 

to the USB socket on the dashboard to display your apps 

and use them directly via the 7-inch touchscreen***.

* Optional or unavailable depending on version and market.
** Only certified Android AutoTM, Apple CarPlayTM and MirrorLink® apps will work when driving or at a standstill. 

Some features are disabled when driving. Some types of content, which may be available for free with your smartphone, 
require subscription to an equivalent certified fee-based Android AutoTM, Apple CarPlayTM or MirrorLink® app. 

The Mirror Screen function operates using MirrorLink® technology for Android, Blackberry 
and Windows Phone telephones compatible with MirrorLink® and Apple CarPlayTM for iOs telephones, 
requiring an operator call plan including internet access. New smartphones will be gradually equipped 

with these technologies. Find out more at http://services.peugeot.fr/decouvrir-mirror-screen/
*** Standard, optional or unavailable depending on version and market.
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FOR AN INTU IT IVE  
AND SAFE  DR IVE .

For a safer and more comfortable drive, the PEUGEOT Expert features 

an extensive range of driver assistance systems, including Visiopark 1*, 

speed sign recognition and speed limit recommendations*, 

automatic high-/low-beam control*, the Active Safety Brake*, 

adaptive cruise control*, a lane departure warning system*, 

blind spot monitoring*, a head-up display* and four airbags**. 
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* Optional or unavailable depending on version and market.
** Standard or optional depending on version and market. Two front airbags protecting the head 
and chest of the driver and front passenger in the event of front impact; two side front airbags 
protecting the driver and front passenger in the event of side impact.



PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH SIMPLICITY.



MODUWORK 
CONCEPT.

With its Moduwork* bench, the Expert boasts top-notch modularity

for making optimum use of unoccupied seats. The side passenger

seat base lifts upwards to free up a space with a flat floor.

The large flap in the partition opens to increase useful length 

to a full 4 m for transporting long objects.

Your PEUGEOT Expert can also be transformed into a mobile office

whenever you like. The central arm rest lowers to reveal a highly

practical pivoting writing shelf. And with the smartphone** stand 

with an integrated charging cable, as well as the tablet stand** 

on the dashboard, your digital tools are always visible 

and within hand’s reach.
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* Optional or unavailable depending on version and market.
** Available as an accessory depending on market. Tablet stand designed for tablet formats of up to 11”. 
The tablet charges via the nearby USB socket on the façade.
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EAS IER  LOADING .

Simplify your life! Open the hands-free sliding side doors* with a simple movement of your foot under the corner 

of the rear bumper. This movement unlocks and opens the sliding side door on your side of the car. 

The same movement closes and locks the vehicle when you walk away.
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A  RANGE 
FOR ALL  NEEDS .

To respond to the expectations of all professionals, 

the Expert is available in numerous versions.

The crew cab versions are equipped with a 3-seater bench 

in the second row, bringing you greater flexibility 

and offering room for up to six people. The rear bench is available 

in two versions, either fixed, with a useful volume of up to 4 m3, 

or folding, with a useful volume of up to 5.5 m3. 

The PEUGEOT Expert is also available in a platform cab version. 

This efficient conversion base enables coachbuilders to adapt 

the vehicle to the needs of increasingly specialised customers.

The robust and functional Combi version can accommodate 

up to nine people, including the Compact version measuring 4.60 m long.

Platform cab, Compact Van, Standard Van, Combi up to 9 seats and Glazed Van.

Comfort Plus deep cabin.



DIMENS IONS  AND VOLUMES .

Compact

StandardLong

Versions

Dimensions (mm) Compact Standard Long

Max. interior height 1.397 1.397 1.397

Max. useful length 2.162 2.512 2.862

Max. useful length 
with Moduwork 3.324 3.674 4.026

Max. useful volume (m3) 4.6 5.3 6.1

Max. useful volume 
with Moduwork (m3) 5.1 5.8 6.6

Max. payload (kg)** 1.400 1.400 1.400

Load area access dimensions.

Versions

Dimensions (mm) Compact Standard Long

Useful length between wheel arches 1.258 1.258 1.258

Rear door opening height 1.220 1.220 1.220

Sliding door opening width 745 935 935

Sliding door opening height 1.238 1.241 1.241

Rear floor sill height 545-626 544-613 600-633

Useful volume for crew cabs.

Versions

Dimensions (mm) Compact Standard Long

Overall length (mm) 4.609 4.959 5.309

Overall height (mm) 1.905* 1.895* 1.935

Overall width excluding 
door mirrors (mm) 1.920 1.920 1.920

Width with door mirrors 
folded (mm) 2.204 2.204 2.204

Interior dimensions.

Versions

Max. useful volume (m3) Standard Long

Folding crew cab with bench folded 4,7 5,5

Fixed crew cab 3,2 4

*1,940 /1,930 with increased GVWR option depending on version and market. 
** Available depending on version, engine, equipment and market.



PROFESS IONAL  
FEATURES .

Load stops

Several partitions are available on the PEUGEOT Expert:

- The standard partition is available in a metal or glass version** 

for the upper part and with or without the Moduwork flap** for the lower part.

- The Comfort partition** features thermal and sound insulation, 

extra adjustment amplitude for the driver’s seat back and a light-coloured

cloth covering on the cockpit side, consistent with the ceiling trim, 

with or without the Moduwork flap**.

Wood trim

To protect your Expert, two types of wood trim are available: 

- Unfinished wood kit**.

- Coated non-skid wood kit**, with aluminium door sills. 

Depending on your needs, several combinations of kits are available 

for protecting the floor, wheel arches and the sides*** 

along their entire height.

Towing

For extra load capacity, the PEUGEOT Expert can tow up to 2.5 tonnes*. 

Several tow bars** are available:

- Single-piece removable tow bar with tool, equipped 

with a conventional ball or mixed hook.

- Removable swan-neck tow bar for the Expert Combi.

* Within the limit of the authorised gross train weight (GTW).
** Optional depending on version and market.

*** Wood trim on sides incompatible with the motor for the sliding side door(s) owing to the installation 
of the motor(s) on the side wall at mid-height, depending on market.
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PEOPLE  CARRIER .

The robust and functional PEUGEOT Expert Combi boasts up to nine seats, 

even in the Compact version measuring 4.60 m long. The vehicle is easy 

to park thanks to its limited height of 1.90 m.

Third-row access is remarkably easy. The second row is tilted using 

a simple control, opening up generous access to the rear bench. 

The vehicle can be equipped with 50/50 glass swing doors* 

with heating windows and wipers*, making it easier to load luggage in the boot.

The PEUGEOT Expert Combi is available in a number of layouts 

and all the rear seats can be removed. The configurations include:

• Double front passenger bench*

• Individual seats in the front row and a split bench in the second row*

• A split bench in the second row* and a single-piece bench in the third row*

* Standard or optional depending on version and market.



THE ROAD IS  ALL  YOURS.
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B lueHD i  ENGINES .

The PEUGEOT Expert is powered by BlueHDi engines that treat emissions at the source and exhaust, 

ensuring reduced fuel consumption in use and even more efficient pollution control.

MODULAR AND EFF IC IENT  PLATFORM.

The PEUGEOT Expert is built on the EMP2 platform, lending it a host of advantages, including reduced weight, 

resulting in the lowest fuel consumption and CO2 emissions for the segment*; numerous driver assistance systems for total safety on the road; 

three lengths, Compact, Standard and Long; and a height of just 1.90 m**. The travelling experience is also enhanced by a pleasurable drive, 

suspension comfort with the vehicle empty or loaded, exemplary road-holding, liveliness and superior handling. 

* See fuel consumption and CO2 emissions on page 30.
**1.94 m max. with increased GVWR option depending on market.

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND CO2 EMISSIONS
• NEDC(1) scores: Fuel consumption: 4.7 to 5.7 combined cycle, 4.7 to 5.3 extra urban, 5.00 to 6.3 urban, NEDC (l/100 km) - CO2 emissions (combined), NEDC: 125 to 152 (g/km).
(1) Fuel consumption and CO2 emission readings are calculated using the new WLTP regulation (EU regulation 2017/948). The scores have been converted into NEDC for comparison with other cars. Please contact your
point of sale for more information. The scores do not take into account road conditions, driving style, equipment and options, and may vary with different tyres. For more detailed information on fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions, please refer to the practical guide “Consommations conventionnelles de carburant et émissions de CO2 des véhicules particuliers neufs” (in French) available free of charge at retail outlets or from 

the French Environment and Energy Management Agency, ADEME - Agence de l’Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l’Énergie (Éditions, 2 square Lafayette, BP 406, F-49004 Angers Cedex 01) 
or at http://www.carlabelling.ademe.fr/



A WELCOMING INTER IOR .
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Find out more about our range of high-quality cloth* 

and/or TEP* trim for a clean and elegant interior.

1. Single-colour Curitiba Bise cloth
2. Three-colour Curitiba Meltem cloth*
3. Black Carla TEP / Three-colour Curitiba Meltem cloth*
4. Black Carla TEP*

* Optional or unavailable depending on version and market.

4
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SET  THE  TONE .

Choose your colour from a range of eight solid 

or metallic hues.

AND HARMONIZE .

Take a look at the five models of 16” 

and 17” wheel rims and hubcaps.

17” Miami hubcap*16” San Francisco hubcap*16” and 17” black or grey screw cap* 17” Phoenix rim*
(non-diamond cut)

17” Phoenix diamond-cut rim*

Bianca White(1) Ardent Red(2)

Rich Oak Brown(3) Silky Grey(3)Tourmaline Orange(3)

Perla Nera Black(3) Cumulus Grey(3)

Nimbus Grey(3)

* Standard, optional or unavailable depending on version and market.

(1) Solid colour.
(2) Solid colour optional.
(3) Metallic colour optional.


